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Abstract 
A basic requirement of monitoring system in coal mine is closedown controlling on ventilation equipment，which requires 
controlling the ventilation equipment on time by rule according to the collecting data of gas monitoring sensors. We 
developed a new multifunctional monitoring station named KJF68, analyze the relations between controlling on ventilation 
equipment and data of gas from sensors, and research the method to implement closedown controlling on ventilation 
equipment in KJF68 which supports local and distant  controlling the equipment automatically or manually, and finally 
programs to implement the method using assembly language. Now the KJF68 is applied widely in coal mines.    
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1.  Introduction 
KJF68 is an intelligent device used as a monitoring station in coal mines. It can be used independently and 
corporately with other devices in a complicated safe monitoring system in coal mines. As an independent 
device, it collects the data from the sensors, then analyzes them, and gives controlling signal to switch power 
supply or alarms according to the results of the analysis. As a corporate device, it can send its information to 
and receive orders from remote master station through the communication channel [1]. It can implement many 
complicated controlling modes including automatic, manual and associated control.    
The closedown controlling on ventilation equipment can infer the power supply to production equipment by 
depending on the conditions of wind and gas in coal mine. There are two logic relations, one is between the 
power supply and wind, and another is between the power supply and gas [2]. 
Its functions contain two: if the local fan works well and the gas density is less than a limit value, the power 
can supply to the production machine; when local fan is fault, the power supply should be switched off 
immediately automatically; when the gas density is more than a limit value, the power supply  should be 
switched off automatically too and simultaneously makes the local fan to work well; when both local fan is 
fault and the gas density is more than a limit value, the power supply should be switched off automatically. 
After the anomaly is over, before switching on power again, it must firstly switch on power to local fan, and 
after the gas density is less than a safe value, then to recover power supply to production machines [2,3].  
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There are four power supply lines in the production field of coal mine, respectively to drivage field, to return 
airway, to series return airway and to local fan. And there are three gas sensors respectively placed near drivage 
field, in return airway and in series return airway [2,3]. As mentioned above, the closedown controlling on 
ventilation equipment is to realize those power supply switched on time by rules according to the three sensors’ 
real-data value and local fan’s state. 
2. The Principle of KJF68 
KJF68 is an embedded system with a single chip computer as the core. It makes up of many function circuits 
and powerful soft modules. The fig 1 is the block diagram of KJF68. 
 
Fig. 1. The block diagram of KJF68 
The hardware of KJF68 includes follow circuits: CPU and its protection circuit, external extended memory, 
sensor signal input, control signal output, display circuit, infrared input, and communication circuit. The soft 
contains follow modules: collecting sensors’ data, showing data, decoding infrared code, calculating and 
analyzing data, outputting control data, transmitting data by CAN bus, and watchdog. 
Different sensors sense the harmful ingredients of air and running status of ventilation equipment in coal 
mine, and convert them into electrical signal to output. All kinds of sensor signals are transformed into the 
same pulse signals by different input circuits of KJF68. The pulse signals are inputted into single chip computer 
through the external interrupt 0 of CPU, the collecting procedure translates the signals into deferent data by 
timing interrupt 0 of CPU. The calculating and analyzing procedures decided whether to set control and alarm 
bits according to those data value whether to overstep the limits. When some data values are more than the 
limits, the KJF68 will output control signal through the output circuit by outputting procedure. 
Users can configure or change the KJF68 with definition of ports and initialization parameters by the 
infrared remote device. The infrared signal goes into single chip computer through the external interrupt 3 of 
CPU, and is decoded by the decoding procedure. The results of decoder are stored in inner memory of CPU, 
and displayed on panel of KJF68 by showing procedure. These parameters and collecting data from sensors can 
be transmitted to remote master station at any time through the CAN bus by the transmitting procedure. 
The watchdog circuit is responsible for monitoring the power supply of CPU and its dead state as well as 
recovering of KJF68 by the watchdog procedure. 
The extension port is used to associate with the device that has RS232 serial port [4,5,10]. 
3. The model of closedown controlling 
Fig.2 is the logic model of KJF68 about input and output, where A1、A2 and A3 are analogue input, K1 and 
K2 are digit input, J1、J2、J3 and J4 are control output. Just 
            J1=F1(A1,A2,A3,K1,K2) 
            J2=F2(A1,A2,A3,K1,K2) 
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            J3=F3(A1,A2,A3,K1,K2) 
            J4=F4(A1,A2,A3,K1,K2) 
            J5=F5(A1,A2,A3,K1,K2)                (1) 
In the above formula, F1、F2、F3 and F4 express respectively four logic relations between input and 
output, that is, J1、J2、J3、J4 and J5 are respectively logic function of A1, A2, A3, K1 and K2.  
It is assumed that A1、A2 and A3 are analogue signals from gas sensors respectively near drivage field, in 
return airway and in serial return airway; K1 and K2 are digital signals from sensors respectively in the wind-
channel and in the local fan; J1、J2、J3 and J4 are control signals to switchers controlling respectively power 
supply to drivage field, return airway, serial return airway and local fan [3,6]; J5 is alarm signal. 
 
Fig. 2. The logic model of KJF68 
Assumed that A1、A2 and A3 have four logic states respectively, which are 
a. A10, A20 and A30 denote sensor signal line state: 0 means break, 1 means close; 
b. A11, A21 and A31 denote sensor signal data state: 0 means over alarm limit, 1 means under alarm 
limit; 
c. A12, A22 and A32 denote sensor signal data state2: 0 means over off limit, 1 means under off limit ; 
d. A13, A23 and A33 denote sensor signal data state3: 0 means over closedown limit, 1 means under 
closedown limit.  
K1 and K2 have two logic states respectively, which are 
K1=0 means wind lack, K1=1 means wind full; 
K2=0 means local fan off, K1=1 means local fan on. 
J1, J2, J3 and J4: 0 means power off, 1 means power on. 
J5=0 means alarm, J5=1 means no alarm. 
According to the requirements of the functions of closedown controlling [1,2], we can educe follow logic 
formula: 
J1=A10& A12& A13&K1&K2 
J2=A20& A22& A23&K1&K2 
J3=A30& A32& A33&K1&K2 
J4=A12& A22& A32& K2 
J5=A11& A21& A31&K1&K2                (2) 
This formula gives the automatic arithmetic of the closedown controlling. Besides automatic control KJF68 
can implement manual control following orders from the infrared device or distant master station, therefore the 
closedown controlling method of KJF68 also includes manual control orders which is prior to the automatic 
arithmetic, and the manual control orders will be forced to implement. 
The manual control orders contain turning on or off the designated power supply [7]. Therefore J1, J2, J3 and 
J4 also depend on manual control orders. Because the infrared device is always together with local users, the 
orders from the infrared device are prior to that from distant master station. Assumed that JH1, JH2, JH3 and 
JH4 are orders from the infrared device, JY1, JY2, JY3 and JY4 are orders from the distant master station; JH 
is the sign of local control and JY is that of remote control. They both are all binary, 0 means there is no manual 
orders; 1 means there is manual orders, and “!” means not. Thus the mathematical model of closedown 
controlling in KJF68 is 
    J1=A10& A11& A12&K1&K2&(!JH)&(!JY)+ (!JH)&JY&JY1+JH&JH1 
    J2=A20& A21& A22&K1&K2&(!JH)&(!JY)+ (!JH)&JY&JY2+JH&JH2 
    J3=A30& A31& A32&K1&K2& A30& (!JH)&(!JY)+ (!JH)&JY&JY3+JH&JH3 
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    J4=A12& A22& A32 &K2&(!JH)&(!JY)+ (!JH)&JY&JY4+JH&JH4             (3) 
4. The realization of closedown controlling model  
The embedded system KJF68 uses a single chip computer that is compatible with Intel 51 series 
computers. Therefore the program is designed using Intel 51 assemble language with the characteristics of 
assemble language that all operands are memory units, and a bit is the smallest operand [8,9]. 
In KJF68, the control output J1, J2, J3 and J4 are devised as four bits in one byte. The program 
implements closedown controlling through setting J1, J2, J3 and J4 bits, respectively follows the formula (3).   
And finally these bits are output in one byte at the same time. 
In formula (3), A10, A20, A30; A11, A21, A31; A12, A22, A32; A13, A23, A33; K1, K2, depend on data 
from sensors, and JH1, JH2, JH3, JH4; JY1, JY2, JY3, JY4 come from infrared operation and communicated 
by CAN bus respectively. 
Fig. 3. The program flow chart of closedown controlling model of KJF68 
In order to use less memory space and execute fast, all above logic elements are devised to be bits, so that 
they are stored and operated in bit mode. Fig.3 is the assembly language program flow chart of closedown 
controlling model of KJF68. 
5. Conclusions 
KJF68 had been developed in 2006，and had passed the function test and the exploding-resist test of the 
national bureau during this year. It has good properties to satisfy the demands of monitoring the environments 
of coal mine, and provides the guarantee of safe production under mine. Now KJF68 has been used in many big, 
middle and small coal mines. 
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